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Company has strong manpower. Vast Market. Some of the products also have a limited shelf life and often
expire on the shelf. Features: In order to introduce the product it very much important to mention the product
features. How does it Strategic Marketing fit into Corporate Strategy? To do brand differences that make a
better differentiation or that has the potential to create company costs as well as customer benefits. In other
word there is a larger market for the After Shave Spray which are trying to sell. This process is known as the
'distribution chain' or the 'channel. Therefore businesses need to develop appropriate marketing strategies
which allow them to move forward. To take the competitive advantage the company will give more facilities
than its competitors. Finally, the management will monitor the total environment, progress,and gap and will
take Page 21 the corrective actions if necessary. Other factors in the business environment that influence
marketing strategy: political, economic, socio-cultural and technological PEST. Marketing Strategy For
Products Discuss how the product fits within a product line and the depth and breadth of the line. A new
product After Shave Spray offer in young aged customer, whos face turn the original color into black in the
few age. The product will be a very new product and there is chance of rejection by the market. Target market
main sector Dhaka city and big big market place. Weaknesses in certain sectors There are lucrative markets
like the pulp and paper as well as the crop spray market, which Caltex is currently not involved in. Product
variety: Product variety means how many types of product produce in a company. After Shave Spray high
quality of others. Unlike Proctor and Gamble who have a number of products and an array of products within
each line, we at Web Solutions offer Web Hosting, Web design, technical support along with Web Hosting as
well. Those who have negative idea about the traditional chips. Financial stability. Literature search on all
relevant topics marketing strategy, marketing plan, market analyses etc. Therefore at the eve of month we will
advertise to the newspapers about our new product. Group six Marketing Department 3 works to build up an
efficient distribution system. The area is illustrated in the attached plan Appendix 1. Communication Caltex
should create adverts that are relevant to the local market. So, new and advanced technology and machinery
have to be imported from the abroad to produce qualified chips. As a manager, I tray to provide best quality
After Shave Spray Design: It is extended output of product After Shave Spray external at put is very attractive
and we hope that it is well accepted in the market.


